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It’s not me, it’s you.
Chris Finn, Chris Salvador, Luis Fernando Roca
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concept
A romantic first date goes awry when a germaphobe lets his anxiety get the best of him.

The film portrays metaphorical representations of different stressors that occur during 

the date; a visual glimpse into the mind of a germaphobe. Raw meat, shaking hands, 

sharing food and public spaces are all expressed through the exaggeration of the visuals. 

Intertwined with these shots, we represent our character attempting to wash away 

the anxiety. Ultimately, the tension reaches a peak causing a return to a comfortable 
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2video reference

Yokohama / Orange (Giant Ant)

more...

The Poool #2 / OFFF (Flaminguettes)

https://vimeo.com/89520735

https://vimeo.com/84451337

https://vimeo.com/39093819

https://vimeo.com/92704638

https://vimeo.com/89520735
https://vimeo.com/84451337
https://vimeo.com/39093819
https://vimeo.com/92704638


3brainstorm development

do’s and don’ts

idea exploration

Do:

simplify, drop unnecessary elements

use objects

shoot footage

composite 3D elements

composite accent animations (cell)

send a message/tell a story

push meaning of hero/villain

Don’t:

make a commercial spot

link to advertising

focus too hard on linear narrative

use typical hero/villain depiction 

(comicbooks)

life of a germophobic

 - the tensions behind that situation

 -all of the things that are seen and heard.

ballon head going to pop - rising tension 

balloon never pops, slowly releases air

balloon pops and inside is another balloon that continues to expand.

bars of soap rubbing together - keep cutting back - eventually small slivers and 

pile of shavings beneath

first date tension

shaving a watermelon

books in the dryer

ironing pants - pants made of toast

imply dates goes bad - masturbating at end - blender spinning

First date  with a germaphobe

first scene - tension slow - character getting ready

second scene - tension rising - in restaurant

building up tension - cutting between restaurant bathroom - soaps rubbing 

together



4concept development

look & feel

story

The combination of scenarios presented in this piece will be 

portrayed in a most simple form; leaving only objects and the 

occasional human hand. Quick cuts and simple visual metaphors 

will string this series of events together and build tension as 

certain germaphobic stressors begin to overload the situation. The 

exaggeration of certain visuals will offer a glimpse into the distorted 

view of our character. Simple object movements in each scene will 

be coupled with accent cel animations. 

Our story will follow our character through all parts of his first 

date from the process of getting ready to the restaurant where 

the tension will reach an all time high. Certain events played out 

in a rapid pace will add to the stress and unfomfortableness of our 

character. Intertwined with these shots, we represent our character 

attempting to wash away these stressors. Ultimately, the tension 

reaches a peak and causes an unfortunate ending to the date. 
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thank you. 
http://vimeo.com/chrisfinn/itsnotmeitsyou

http://vimeo.com/chrisfinn/itsnotmeitsyou

